
A VERY SHORT STORY ABOUT OUTLAWS 

his time we’re heading north when we pass Butch and Sundance’s South American 

hideout. Unlike our last visit, when even the sheep were digging trenches, today the 

collection of wooden huts nestles amongst the trees in warm, early summer 

sunshine. After a tip-off that their cover as respectable farmers had been blown Butch, 

Sundance and Etta Place are said to have fled their estancia near Cholila in 1905. Like us, 

they too headed north, up to Antofagasta in Chile, and then across to Tupiza in southern 

Bolivia. The irony is that most probably they could have stayed put: the US railroad 

companies, the duo’s principal victims back home, were not prepared to pay Pinkerton’s 

estimated expenses of $5000, the cost to mount a posse for such a long ride south. ‘Where 

the hell is this darn Chubut place,’ the company executives might well have mumbled, 

scratching their heads. They weren’t prepared to throw good money after bad. In other 

circumstances Butch and Sundance might well have lived out their days raising sheep and 

cows in the shadows of the Andes. And why not: when the Lord made the world he 

definitely put most of the good bits here. 

With their attempt at going straight now in tatters, Butch and Sundance soon returned to 

the outlaw life. They robbed Banco Nacional in Villa Mercedes and continued thereafter by 

stealing payrolls from the mining companies. After assisting in some of the robberies Etta 

Place simply vanished from the scene and no one has been able to trace what became of 

her; very soon Butch and Sundance were to do the same. Life took a turn for the worse at 

9.30 in the morning on the 4th November 1908, when Butch and Sundance held up Carlos 

Peró, who was transporting by mule from Tupiza the payroll for the workers at the Aramayo 

company mine. The bandits believed the payroll to be worth 80,000 Bolivianos, when it was 

actually worth only 15,000. Somewhat aggrieved by their miscalculation, they tucked the 

loot in their saddle-bags and high-tailed it over the mountains, arriving at a desperate little 

mining settlement called San Vicente, high up on the altiplano. They might have thought 

they were safe in a place where the goats survived by gnawing the wooden crosses in the 

cemetery…but no. With news of the robbery having spread, by chance a posse from Uyuni 

had arrived half an hour before them. In San Vicente Butch and Sundance sought lodgings 

for the night at the house of Bonifacio Casasola, and whilst their host went off to satisfy the 

bandits’ quest for beer and sardines, the posse silently took up their positions outside the 

courtyard. At this point in the movie hundreds of Bolivian troops, weighed down with rifles, 

bandoliers and silly hats, poured over the rooftops – fodder for a classic Hollywood 

shootout. Reality was slightly different. In actual fact the posse was made up of Captain 

Justo P Concha, Police Inspector Timoteo Rios and two soldiers. Captain Concha, a man who 

preferred to lead from the rear, sent Private Victor Torres to go and knock on the bandits’ 

door and demand they surrender. The request was promptly met with a pistol shot, fatally 

wounding the soldier. Whilst the police inspector and remaining soldier exchanged fire with 

Butch and Sundance, Captain Concha scurried off to rally the support of the locals, whose 

weaponry, considering the place, probably amounted to little more than a few pick axes, the 
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odd trowel and a garden hoe – at least the distraction served to keep Captain Concha away 

from the gunfire. After the initial gunfight there were no more shots fired for the rest of the 

night. Following a tense night, Captain Concha suggested the owner of the house, Sr 

Casasola, go and knock on the bandits’ door. ‘They won’t shoot at you,’ the good Captain 

shouted from beyond a thick adobe wall. With no reply to Casasola’s repeated calls, at six in 

the morning the decision was taken for the posse to storm the bandits’ room. According to 

the mayor of the town one of the ‘Yankees’ was found dead in the doorway; the second 

bandit was sprawled behind a large earthen jug, equally as dead as his partner.  

So, was that the end of the legend of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid? According to 

Anne Meadows, author of Digging Up Butch and Sundance, it most likely was. For years 

after the gunfight in San Vicente there were sightings of Butch and Sundance in the most 

obscure places – some refuse to accept they were ever killed at San Vicente. There is no 

conclusive evidence that they were. Meadows and her team dug up a body in the cemetery 

thought to have been Butch’s, but after extensive tests proved not to be. Whilst meadows 

wanted to carry on digging, the harsh words of the San Vicente residents suggested the next 

body in the cemetery would be hers, and so she went home. Evidence aside, I have to say I 

am deeply disappointed to learn of the low body count, and that gunslingers of such repute 

could be taken by a posse that seemed little more capable than the Keystone Cops. Give me 

the Hollywood version any day.      


